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Classically the oral dentition with teeth regulated into a successional iterative order was thought
to have evolved from the superficial skin denticles migrating into the mouth at the stage when
jaws evolved. The canonical view is that the initiation of a pattern order for teeth at the mouth
margin required development of a sub-epithelial, permanent dental lamina. This provided regulated
tooth production in advance of functional need, as exemplified by the Chondrichthyes. It had been
assumed that teeth in the Osteichthyes form in this way as in tetrapods. However, this has been
shown not to be true for many osteichthyan fish where a dental lamina of this kind does not form,
but teeth are regularly patterned and replaced. We question the evolutionary origin of pattern
information for the dentition driven by new morphological data on spatial initiation of skin
denticles in the catshark. We review recent gene expression data for spatio-temporal order of
tooth initiation for Scyliorhinus canicula, selected teleosts in both oral and pharyngeal dentitions,
and Neoceratodus forsteri. Although denticles in the chondrichthyan skin appear not to follow a
strict pattern order in space and time, tooth replacement in a functional system occurs with
precise timing and spatial order. We suggest that the patterning mechanism observed for the oral
and pharyngeal dentition is unique to the vertebrate oro-pharynx and independent of the skin
system. Therefore, co-option of a successional iterative pattern occurred in evolution not from the
skin but from mechanisms existing in the oro-pharynx of now extinct agnathans. J. Exp. Zool. (Mol.
Dev. Evol.) 314B, 2010. & 2010 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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Currently there is active discussion and debate over the
theories that might explain how the system for dentitions evolved
from skin denticle systems, especially at the jaw margins. In order
to assess the relationship between dental and skin denticle
patterns, we present data on patterns of skin denticles in the
catshark (Scyliorhinus canicula) and emphasize that, although
almost nothing is known about molecular regulation of
patterning in the skin (Johanson et al., 2007, 2008), at least
from the structural pattern for spacing and replacement there is
no obvious organization of these denticles that could be suitably
co-opted and converted into a pattern that might have evolved
into ‘‘tooth sets.’’

The dentition of jawed vertebrates is assumed to have evolved
together with jaws with teeth classically considered as derived
from the scattered skin denticles (Reif, ’82). This theory
was reconsidered from new fossil evidence in an agnathan
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group—Thelodonti (Smith and Coates, ’98) when it was suggested
instead that the dentition evolved from sets of denticles on the
pharyngeal arches in existence before jaws had evolved. In fossil
jawed vertebrates, occurrence of many separate tooth whorls in a
dentition at the jaw margins was cited as developmental evidence
for successive tooth formation, each whorl developed from a
separate dental lamina (Reif, ’82). Also, an organized pattern is
seen in toothed pads on the 3rd–6th pharyngeal arches of the
Carcharinidae as denticles ‘‘lined up in rows’’ (Nelson, 1970:
Fig. 15). Following the same principal, the iterative sets of
denticle whorls in the pharynx of agnathan fossils, (e.g.
Loganellia scotica) homologous with those of sharks (Smith and
Coates, 2001), were proposed to be pre-adapted for a tooth
succession mechanism (Smith and Coates, ’98, 2001) in a way
that skin denticles were not. Hence, the developmental mechan-
ism for pharyngeal denticle sets (sequential, joined odontode
units) could be co-opted from ‘‘inside’’ the oro-pharynx to the
margins of the oral jaws to pattern successive sets for teeth. This
was proposed as a new theory to that of co-opted ‘‘outside’’ skin
denticles forming dentitions on the inside, as skin denticles did
not have similar time-and-space linked sets for replacement
(Smith and Coates, 2001). This became known as the ‘‘inside-out
theory’’ (‘‘out’’ meaning only to the jaw margins), where sets from
the pharynx are adapted to function at the margins of the jaws, as
opposed to the classical ‘‘outside-in’’ theory where skin denticles
came into the mouth to function as oral teeth, to distinguish the
different concepts. More recently considering and evaluating
both theories, Fraser et al. (2010) proposed an ‘‘inside and out’’
theory in which teeth and skin denticles are independent units
that emerged separately (convergent) in endodermal (oropharyx:
inside) and ectodermal (epidermis: outside) locations. In both
locations elaboration of neural crest fates (ectomesenchyme)
allowed union with the different epithelial tissues to form
odontodes as separate and independent systems. Thus, in this
view it is unlikely that skin denticles evolved into oro-pharyngeal
teeth (Fraser et al., 2010). This theory predicts that gene
expression groups and ultimately a gene network from the
emerging and existing cell types (neural crest and any
epithelium, respectively) came together in space and time to
cause ‘‘collaborative innovation events’’ (merging networks for a
new purpose). This gave rise to multiple odontodes (i.e. grouped
skin denticles and teeth grouped as whorls) in numerous and
varied locations in vertebrates (Fraser et al., 2010). Some of these
theories have begun to be addressed by consideration of both ‘‘an
ancient and a core gene network’’ for the evolution and
development of the individual tooth (Fraser et al., 2009), but
deeper still in phylogenetic time there is ‘‘a core gene network for
skeletogenesis’’ (Hecht et al., 2008). However, much less is known
about the genes that organize initiation of the unit teeth in space
and time as a unified dentition.

Nearly all the information gathered on tooth development and
associated genetic organization has emerged from studies on the

mammalian dentition, specifically the mouse (Mus musculus).
More recently, comparative gene expression data focused on the
developing dentition has been collected from osteichthyan and
chondrichthyan fish models including: the rainbow trout
Oncorhynchus mykiss (Fraser et al., 2004, 2006a,b); the medaka,
Oryzias latipes (Debiais-Thibaud et al., 2007); the Mexican tetra,
Astyanax mexicanus (Jackman et al., 2004; Stock et al., 2006);
zebrafish, Danio rerio (Jackman et al., 2004; Stock et al., 2006); a
selected set of Lake Malawi cichlid species (Fraser et al., 2008,
2009) and also, studies limited to a single gene (sonic hedgehog
(shh)) from the catshark, S. canicula (Smith et al., 2009a,b,c), and
from the lungfish, Neoceratodus forseri (Smith et al., 2009a,b,c).
These all highlight vast genetic conservatism in tooth develop-
ment. From these collective studies, it is emerging that much of
the genetic signature that defines a tooth across the vertebrate
clades is well conserved. This general rule, however, does have
some intriguing exceptions. The dentitions of osteichthyan fish
(specifically teleost osteichthyans) exhibit specific genetic
differences during development compared with that of mammals
(Jackman et al., 2004; Laurenti et al., 2004; Borday-Birraux et al.,
2006; Fraser et al., 2008, 2009). Even among teleost groups,
divergence of gene expression patterns exist during tooth
development to permit variation of type (Fraser et al., 2008).
During the evolution of variety, diversity and adaptation of oro-
pharyngeal teeth in teleost fish disparity has occurred in gene
expression even between oral and pharyngeal tooth sites of the
same individual (Fraser et al., 2009; Gibert et al., 2010).

An important issue to evaluate when discussing the evolution
of the dentition is the genetic spatial and temporal parameters of
those dental patterns that make each higher-level clade
distinctively different (Smith, 2003). Little is known about the
genetic regulators that orchestrate the intricate and precise
patterns of vertebrate dentitions as they develop in time and
space (Fraser et al., 2008). The initiation of teeth in one or
multiple rows of primary teeth is often set in alternate odd and
even unit positions and the successive teeth for each position of
the dentition is set up for replacement (Fraser et al., 2004,
2006a,b; Jarvinen et al., 2009). Some advances have been made
to our understanding of dental evolution in mammals, especially
at the individual tooth level. Utilizing the mouse molars,
Kavanagh et al. (2007) discovered the genetic mechanism behind
the relative size and number of molar teeth. This study showed
how levels of inhibitors and activators can affect tooth
development and, therefore might produce adaptive change to
the dentition as a whole. Alteration in gene regulation is thought
to be a major mechanism for the production of great diversity in
phenotypic morphology but little is known about conservation of
these mechanisms regulating gene expression in nonmammalian
vertebrates. Chan et al. (2009) presented that ‘‘many genes show
conserved human/fish (non-tetrapod) expression’’. They conclude
that strong evolutionary constraints exist in tissue-specific gene
expression but caution that there are major challenges to
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understand the precise mechanisms behind similar patterns of
expression.

Having outlined why teeth and skin denticles are separate
systems but made of similar units, with similar/shared genetic
(‘‘core’’ genes) and tissue characters, we address how these
structures (skin denticles and the dentition) differ in their
temporo-spatial organization and patterning mechanisms. Chon-
drichthyans have been used to formulate theories of tooth
evolution (Reif, ’82) due to the presence of both separate skin
denticles and separate teeth in a dentition (none are attached to
dermal bone). Although, it is unfortunate that currently little is
known about gene expression and the interactions that lead to
the formation of skin denticles. Inferring conservation of gene
expression from teleost scale development, Fraser et al. (Fraser
et al., 2010) discussed the separate evolution of skin-born
odontodes vs. oral odontodes. However, we currently lack the
information to conclusively determine the genetic relationships
of all vertebrate odontodes. Here, we present new data comparing
the temporo-spatial pattern of chondrichthyan skin denticles
with that of the vertebrate dentition within a framework that
considers essential concepts. These data provide further evidence
for the separate evolution of skin vs. oro-pharyngeal odontodes
during vertebrate diversification.

EVOLUTION OF DEVELOPMENTAL MECHANISMS BY
CO-OPTION

Theoretical Concepts

The established but now well-challenged view of co-option from
denticles in the skin is that they are turned into a more evolved
system of teeth in a dentition. This is characterized by sequential
iterative initiation along the jaw and successive initiation of
tooth families for replacement of functional teeth. This should
rely not only on evidence from morphology but the underlying
molecular control of pattern regulation. At a deeper level of
homology, a system of dentine-based modules (odontodes) is
present in the skin and in the oropharynx of early, jawed
vertebrates, which likely develop with a common core set of
genes. This is an essential genetic concept to any discussion on
how dentition patterns may have evolved in agnathan
vertebrates, despite the fact that extant agnathans (lacking
any odontodes) cannot offer any information. Morphological
observations on pattern order for odontodes are mostly based
on evidence from the fossil record, as living agnathan
representatives (hagfish and lampreys; cyclostomes) are without
any mineralized skeleton. At one level, co-option of the tooth
module with the associated regulatory gene network, from a
developmental unit that is present in some of the earliest
vertebrate body plans, is perhaps deep in the phylogeny
of vertebrates. Developmental modules are those that can
undergo temporal transformation in development and can also
undergo evolutionary transformation. The principles of how

developmental modules may undergo evolutionary transformation
is set out by Raff (Raff, ’96). He discusses the evolution of feeding as
a co-option event at both the morphological and genetic level. For
the jaws and dentition this co-option may be of a serial homolog as
are the gill arches, but there are also separate serial homologs in the
ordered sets of denticles on each arch (Nelson, ’69).

Genetic Experimental Studies

The genes that accompany this co-option of one system to
function as another are modified in development, as is the ‘‘Hox’’
code for each pharyngeal segment (Hunt et al., ’91; Miller et al.,
2004). This idea has been taken up in experimental manipulation
studies in the mouse (James et al., 2002) and also to interpret
comparative expression data in cichlids (Fraser et al., 2009). In
both, teeth expected to develop in a Hox-negative environment
as postulated to come from the skin teeth, can form in a Hox-
positive environment as in the endodermal pharyngeal sets. This
would occur if the serial addition pattern mechanism (sequential
addition model (SAM); Smith, 2003) had been co-opted from the
pharyngeal denticle sets instead of from the skin. Part of this
theory focuses on the developmental layer from which the
pattern was generated, ectoderm, endoderm (Johanson and
Smith, 2005; Huysseune et al., 2009), or from the union of the
two tissue layers (Huysseune et al., 2009). As the emphasis
changed from a skin-derived ectodermal system to one from the
pharyngeal endoderm then more attention was paid to more
suitable animal models than the elasmobranches, as for instance
among the teleosts, and questions were directed at the
importance, or not, of the embryonic germ layer to generate
pattern information to a developing dentition (Soukup et al.,
2008; Fraser et al., 2009, 2010).

It follows that as genetic information is mostly acquired from
studies specific to the oral jaws, (as most amniotes house a
dentition restricted to the oral jaws) they should be extended to
include those with pharyngeal jaws as well (pharyngognaths)
among the actinopterygians. Interestingly, the majority of the
genetic information on the developing dentition comes from a
collection of seemingly unfortunate dental model vertebrates.
The mouse (M. musculus) has a single set of highly specialized
teeth with no replacements (Thesleff and Sharpe, ’97) and the
zebrafish (D. rerio) has no oral dentition and teeth restricted to
the lower pharyngeal jaws (Huysseune and Sire, ’98; Huysseune
et al., ’98; Huysseune, 2006; Stock et al., 2006; Stock, 2007),
although teeth are replaced frequently. More appropriate dental
models have come to be recognized, like the cichlids, medaka and
the Mexican tetra, offering a better understanding of general
vertebrate dental systems, ones which include oral and phar-
yngeal dentitions and multiple rounds of tooth replacement.
Evolutionary theories of co-option can be assessed from these
studies, where more ancient systems of patterned structures,
including their regulation, can be modified and changed in
development to function and adapt to new uses.
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SHARK SKIN DENTICLE PATTERNS AS A CO-OPTION
MODEL

Results From X-ray Microtomography

Because there is no certainty of whether, or not, a pattern can
exist from the beginning of denticle initiation and continue with
their addition in shark skin, we have investigated the skin
denticle coverage in a standard area of the flank below the dorsal
fin in six specimens of juvenile catsharks (S. canicula) (Fig. 1A
and B). As demonstrated by volume rendering in microtomo-
graphs generated by X-ray scans at 8mm intervals, there is no
obvious regular geometric pattern to the skin denticle arrange-
ment in juvenile shark. The region studied in the dorsal flank
included a scatter of both mature and forming denticles (Fig. 1C
and D). The average result of 1,000 random points covering the
same area was used as a simulation model to compare with skin
denticle pattern, where each was marked as a small spherical
point, and a minimum distance of 0.25mm was set to represent
the size of the skin denticles.

Differences were detected in their initiation times by
observing the stages of growth of the base from the visceral
side, and the degrees of mineral density. Denticles that are early

in development have less dense mineralization and also show a
wide pulp cavity (Fig. 1D). As mineral density increases there is a
gradual closure of this opening restricted to the blood vessels
(Fig. 1D). It is apparent from these developmental observations
that the denticles are not added sequentially in rows, nor is their
timing of addition at regular intervals, nor is their size constant.
Thus, the pattern mechanism for ordered rows in time seems not
to exist (Fig. 1C). This randomness of size and spacing can be
seen in a surface view of the skin denticles as well as the view
from the bases (Fig. 1A–C). However, the shape and polarity of
each skin denticle is constant and can be determined from the
proportions and direction of the central tallest cusp, relative to
the accessory cups (measurements not included here). The
polarity of each unit is theoretically regulated by interactions
between neighboring cells and tissues with positional co-
ordinates as part of the field position.

Bioinformatic Analysis of Results

The intrinsic biological interest of pattern regulation is in the
mechanism for information exchange. However, the mechanism
for information exchange and pattern regulation is unknown.

Figure 1. Shark skin denticle arrangement and superficial growth pattern. (A–C Rostral to the right, D rostral at top). (A) Photomicrograph

of juvenile (BL—27.5 cm) spotted catshark (Scyliorhinus canicula) flank skin with denticles between two dark pigment spots: all show similar

shape and polarity but are of irregular size and uneven spacing, (B) higher magnification field. (C) Micro-Xray tomogram of mineralized skin

denticles, outer surface view; (D) visceral surface view. Size varies and spacing is irregular, also the stage of formation of each new denticle is

different, as shown by forming, less mineralized ones (grey) with the open pulp cavity at various stages of base development, contrasting

with the small pulp canal opening in the majority of denticles with star shaped fully formed bases. Scale bar in C5 500mm (same for A and D).

Scale bar in B5 200mm.
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Recognition of the pattern might go some way toward under-
standing this. As no obvious pattern was found in the
microtomographs either from 3D rotation or snapshots in selected
planes, the sample image was analyzed with a computer program
to find patterns by comparison with a true but hypothetical
random set of spheres. Using bioinformatic techniques (cluster
analysis algorithm), we did produce scatter plots and nearest
neighbor sub-graphs analyzed from 153 single points on the
skin denticle bases. Lines joining the nearest two denticles to each
denticle do not reveal a pattern by itself other than that each
denticle is at least a minimum distance from one another and no
single denticle is further away than a maximum distance (figures
not given here). However, comparison with the random set did
reveal a difference. The simulation model of a thousand spheres is
significantly more spread out and there are many more isolated
clusters of skin denticles where there are far fewer isolated points
(denticles). We interpret this as regulation of the distance between
the denticles by some biological patterning constraints. Possibly
there is a requirement to be near other denticles to initiate
denticle formation. This would depend on theories of inhibition
zones around new denticles and concentration gradients within
the epithelium to induce new denticle morphogenesis from
competent subsets of mesenchyme cells. This theory is supported
by research into wound healing in sharks (Reif, ’78). Reif showed
that in superficial wounds on the Nurse Shark (Ginglymostoma
cirratum) and Leopard Shark (Triakis semifasciata) new skin
denticles formed from the sides of the wound inwards. This
creates the impression that it is essential to have denticles near-
by to initiate new skin denticle growth, at least in wound healing.
Established denticles probably provide the cells for new denticle
development in the re-growth area.

Comparison of the morphology and spatial arrangement of
skin denticles at a growth stage at the mouth margin with the
alternate tooth sets of the dentition (Fig. 2A), formed by
replacement sets from the inner, or lingual side reveals two
apparently differently ordered systems. A dentition is ordered
from early development both in time and space and the skin
armour forms from scattered denticles that become packed into
the space available, when free through growth (Fig. 2A, sk.d).

Current Hypotheses

One explanation for control of new sites of denticle formation is
the ‘‘nearest neighbor hypothesis’’ (Reif, ’85; Johanson et al.,
2008), likely making use of local genetic and cellular components.
Possibly there is a requirement to be near other denticles to
initiate denticle formation from putative stem cell-like popula-
tions. This would depend on inhibition zones around new
denticles and molecular concentration gradients within the
epithelium to induce morphogenesis of new denticles from
competent subsets of mesenchyme cells. The current observations
have revealed that there is nothing in denticle arrangement to
suggest an obvious pattern or order; individual denticles are

scattered unequally in space, their size on completion is variable
across any area, and the timing of their initiation (as judged from
the variation in closure time of the denticle base) forms no regular
pattern. Importantly, this suggests that any denticle pattern that
may later appear is only built up in later developmental time, as
none was present at their initiation. It may be so, in earlier
evolutionary time that no pattern was available to be co-opted
from the skin to the mouth to function as tooth sets. It is
noteworthy that earlier in embryology the tail pattern of denticles
is very ordered but from caudal to rostral and it may be an older
and alternative mechanism that is replaced in evolution by the
secondary and later developing body pattern (Johanson et al., 2008).

ORDERED DENTITIONS AND A DENTAL LAMINA
IN CHONDRICHTHYANS
As discussed from Reif’s (Reif, ’85) data on embryonic shark
dentitions, pattern order for the dentition has been recognized in
numerous different functional manifestations (as morphology
can show in Fig. 2D and E), but all are generated from a dental
lamina in the Chondrichthyes (Fig. 2B and C). Historically, time
and space order of the tooth sets is described in different ways
(Fig. 3A); Odontostichi, tooth rows along the jaw with the same
morphology at five sequential times (same shade sets); tooth sets
(y) as half of each tooth family (in the boxed area of five teeth);
diagonal Zahnreihe (dashed line) as developmental tooth sets;
each of these show increasing adult shape. Here the SAM of one
tooth family (Smith, 2003), consists of the adjacent alternate
tooth sets (indicated by joined arrows and within rectangle in
Fig. 3A). The emphasis in the SAM is on the proposed biological
entity for regulation, a double tooth set of two adjacent families
as shown by arrows in upper jaw position S-1 and 2-3, and lower
S-S1 and 1-2, as data taken from Reif (Reif, ’85). These families
regulate the time of each successive tooth sequentially in the odd
and even tooth positions to provide timed alternate replacement.
Consideration of dentition pattern must take account of changing
shape along the jaw (Figs. 2D and E, 3B), between jaws, and in
developmental time in the tooth sets through successive tooth
initiation (Fig. 3A). These show change in size, and differential
tooth shape (Fig. 2E), as well as timed replacement and are all
regulated to the specific pattern.

To date, virtually nothing is known regarding the genetic
control that governs the production and patterning of the
dentition in chondrichthyans. A recent study by Smith et al.
(2009a) of the initial shark dental pattern showed the expression
of a single gene, shh, (Fig. 4A and B) where they discussed its
spatio-temporal congruence with the initiation of pattern for
general vertebrate dentitions (Fraser et al., 2004, 2006b, 2008).
The epithelium that forms the dental lamina in chondrichthyans
folds inwards from a thickened epithelium, or odontogenic band
(OB), and it is in this region that expression of shh is restricted in
a manner comparable to that of all other studied vertebrates
(Dassule et al., 2000; Fraser et al., 2004, 2008, 2009; Buchtova
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Figure 2. Shark dentition pattern as developed from a dental lamina. (A) X-ray tomogram of the juvenile (BL—27.5 cm) catshark mouth

margin from labial view to compare the space-packed skin denticles (Sk.d) with regular, ordered tooth sets in alternate pattern starting from

those of the symphyseal (sy) tooth row and left /right para-symphyseal (p.sy) sets. (B), (C) Photomicrograph and drawing of sagittal sections

through the lingual dental lamina (d.lam), an epithelial fold from the oral epithelium (o.e) with the first developing teeth (arrows), first tooth

cusp (tc) and successive tooth buds (tb) within a tooth family: (C) putative epithelial control centers (!) for regulation of tooth development

from the dental lamina (d.lam); Cartilage, ca. (D) Carcharinus sp. lower jaw, oral view of midline with all successive teeth in lingual sets for

each functional tooth position, very small symphyseal row (arrowhead) flanked by larger parasymphyseal sets with left and right smaller teeth.

(E) Heterodontus sp. symphyseal region with packed tooth sets and change in size and shape along the jaw, tooth families are here tightly

packed with many functional teeth and the anterior and posterior tooth morphology is different. Scale bar in D5 1 cm; same scale for E.
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et al., 2008; Vonk et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2009a,b). The
regulation of precise positioning for tooth competence involves a
complex periodic pattern mechanism that first spaces the odd and
then sequentially the even positions of each tooth set. This allows
the chondrichthyan dental system to form separate replacement
series linking adjacent odd and even teeth (as families) in a timed
series along the jaw (Fig. 3A and C; from (Smith, 2003)). Further
gene expression data is required to identify and to determine
more precisely the putative control centers that regulate all
parameters of the dentition (as shown in Fig. 2C). These include

an intermediate population of undifferentiated putative dental
epithelial stem cells, proposed to be sequestered here and to
control the time of new tooth replacements (Huysseune and
Witten, 2008; Huysseune et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2009a).

DENTAL GENE EXPRESSION PATTERNS IN ACTINOPTERYGIANS
Similar mechanisms for tooth patterning occur within actino-
pterygians (Fig. 4), as exemplified by a number of recently
emerged model species for the development and evolution of the
vertebrate dentition including the medaka, rainbow trout and
Lake Malawi cichlids. It is very clear that the pattern by which the
initial dentition emerges is extremely well conserved among
teleosts, even among highly derived groups (Fig. 4), and in many
this is without the classical dental lamina, like the deep
epithelium formed in chondrichthyans. Always an OB demarcates
the field of initiation, from which teeth of at least the first row
develop. Some vertebrates, like the mammals, only possess a
single row of teeth. The cichlids of Lake Malawi are exceptional
evolutionary models for their diverse dental phenotypes (Streelman
et al., 2003; Streelman and Albertson, 2006; Fraser et al.,
2008) and for the genetic mechanisms regulating their extreme
diversification (Albertson et al., 2003a,b, 2005; Sylvester et al.,
2010). How teleosts organize and pattern multiple tooth rows
through transfer of the OB lingually has recently been described
in the cichlids (Fraser et al., 2008). Teleosts do not have a deep
primary dental lamina; the epithelial OB is a restricted but
superficial region that could be modified through evolution into
a dental lamina as may have occurred in chondrichthyan and
osteichthyan vertebrates including tetrapods. In fact some teleost
fish do develop a successional lamina or secondary offshoot of
the dental epithelium for each tooth that can extend deep into the
mesenchyme for initiation of replacement teeth (Huysseune and
Thesleff, 2004; Huysseune, 2006; Huysseune and Witten, 2006;
Moriyama et al., 2010). The pattern mechanism for tooth
initiation begins in teleost fish by extension of the OB (described
above; Fig. 4D–I). This OB seems to be demarcated by the
expression of a number of epithelial genes, common across
vertebrates. Along with an OB specific to the cells of the oral
epithelium, a similar band is observed in a corresponding field
within the cells of oral mesenchyme (Fraser et al., 2006b). From
this restricted, cooperative genetic and cellular field, the tooth
buds emerge as a thickened population of epithelial cells that
swell into the underlying mesenchyme that in turn responds to
the growth of the epithelial bud. The budding of tooth placodes,
in sequence along the mesio-distal axis of the jaw within the OB,
plays out utilizing a complex orchestra of genetic expression.
This cohort of genes are expressed during the organization of
both the placode and the interplacodal regions in a temporal–
spatial pattern that permits the development of tooth units
with specific spacing mechanisms that govern adequate inter-
tooth distance (Fraser et al., 2006b, 2008). Developmental data
from Lake Malawi cichlids provides evidence of the conservation

Figure 3. Embryonic and adult shark pattern of tooth sets. (A)
Diagram of embryonic shark upper and lower half jaws from the

symphyseal region (S/S1) to last families (U13/14 and L12/13), oral

margins are horizontal line, with numbered tooth positions, none

have erupted to be functional teeth and first ones are rudimentary

shapes. Vertical line (y) tooth set, diagonal line (- - -) zahnreihen,

same shade teeth are the odontostichous rows with first ones as

simple cones in even then odd alternate positions, boxed area is

one regulated tooth family as also shown by linked arrows (- -)

at jaw positions S-1, 2-3 in the upper jaw, S-S1, 1-2 in the lower

jaw. Note the gradual acquisition of adult shape within each family

and difference in upper and lower jaws (Carcharhinus brachyurus;
Reif, ’84; Smith, 2003). (B) Adult left half jaw, Carcharias taurus
(skeletal preparation) cut at the symphysis showing the functional

teeth and their replacement series on the lingual aspect (total of

seven teeth) normally covered by oral epithelium (Fig. 2B and C).
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Figure 4. shh expression in comparative stages marking the initial pattern regulation of the primary dentition within four fish groups. (A–C) The
catshark Scyliorhinus canicula (Smith et al., 2009a); (D–F) the Rainbow Trout Oncorhynchus mykiss (Fraser et al., 2004); (G–I) a Malawi cichlid

Labeotropheus fuelleborni (Fraser et al., 2008); (J–L) the Australian lungfish Neoceratodus forsteri (Smith et al., 2009c). Note how similar the

stages of tooth initiation are in all species. (A) Embryonic stage 30, lower jaw in dorsal oral view, shh is strongly expressed in the odontogenic

band (OB), the lateral-distal extent of the OB is denoted by the arrows. (B, C) embryonic stage 32 lower jaw in dorsal oral view, when the OB

invaginates deep within the jaw at the lingual margin and forms the dental lamina with restricted and weak shh expression (Fig. 2B and C), shh
expression is strong when restricted to the primary tooth cusps of the most anterior teeth in the series (V-shaped expression located in the inner

dental epithelium) and also in (C) expression lingers in the remaining OB for subsequent tooth sites of the initial tooth positions. (D) OB stage in

O. mykiss with shh again restricted to the OB marking the epithelial competence of the dentary and tongue field before tooth development that

initiates with the first epithelial tooth bud (black arrowheads in E), a ring of expression in the most developed tooth germ (F) for the same tooth

position; (F) strong expression in additional tooth positions, including the first two on the tongue, and either side of the first tooth with earlier

stage buds for alternate teeth in the series; lingering OB expression lingually for further tooth competence as successional teeth. (G) OB stage of

lower jaw of the Malawi cichlid L. fuelleborni, (H) first tooth in the dentition initiated from the OB, shh expression restricted to the first dentary

tooth and the OB, (I) multiple primary epithelial tooth buds as expression loci on the superficial OB as the dentition pattern develops and OB

lingual expression is strong. (J–L) shh expression in the initial dentary tooth buds of N. forsteri. (J) frontal view of the whole head showing tooth

buds with positive expression for shh in both the upper and lower jaws, with strongest signal in the lower tooth buds. (K), (L) expression is

restricted to the epithelial buds of the dentary field in oral view (labial is top), where at this stage in development, because no other lingual teeth

form here no expression appears in the OB (earlier stages of an OB before the thickening placode stages have not been recorded): dentary teeth

1–3 (white arrows) on either side of the symphyseal tooth (sy.t; black arrow) show differential expression timing between them from the strongest

left (t1), close up in (L), and right (t3), to weak expression in right (t1), explained as due to exquisite timing differences (Smith et al., 2009a). Scale

bars: (A) is 200mm; (B) 1mm; (C) 50mm; (D–F) 200mm; (G–I) 100mm; (J) 300mm; (K) 150mm; (L) 50mm.
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of gene expression patterns, and thus suggest that these
expression patterns permit the induction and control of space
in adjacent tooth units across the vertebrates. The specific genes
that occupy the inter-placode space or the zone of inhibition
(ZOI), for example, wnt7b and eda have been reported both from
the mouse and cichlid dentitions (Sarkar et al., 2000; Fraser et al.,
2008). Not only are these genes implicated in the patterning of
the cichlid dentition but also alterations in the expression of these
genes across Lake Malawi species may be responsible for, at least,
some of the phenotypic diversity observed through variation in
tooth number and spacing (Fraser et al., 2008).

Unique among osteichthyan and chondrichthyan fishes is the
propensity to produce numerous rows of teeth, whether reserved
for a later use, as in chondrichthyans or multi-rowed functional
teeth, as in teleostean osteichthyans, e.g. cichlids. Interestingly,
the genetic mechanism that sets up the initial dental field and
first generation teeth is reutilized to organize each new row, one
after the next until a termination mechanism ends the cycle
(Fraser et al., 2008; Mikkola, 2009; Smith et al., 2009a,b; Zhang
et al., 2009; Cobourne and Sharpe, 2010). In effect, the OB in
teleost fish that kick-starts the initial dental pattern can migrate
lingually to produce row after row of functional teeth. It appears
that the co-expression of two key genes, pitx2 and shh, is
necessary within the epithelial cells of the OB to maintain the OBs
initiatory competence (Fraser et al., 2008). It has been proposed
that when one or both of these genetic regulators are lost from
the OB then the mechanism for tooth row addition breaks down
(Fraser et al., 2008; Mikkola, 2009). The genes expressed in the
inter-tooth spaces or zones of inhibition, which surround each
new tooth placode during early establishment, are reutilized to
take on the putative role of inter-tooth row spacers, namely eda
and wnt7b, at least in the cichlid models (Fraser et al., 2008).
It would be surprising if the tooth row mechanism were not
co-opted from the already established ZOI mechanism that
restricts individual tooth sites. Thus, it is conceivable that ZOI
genetic restriction of individual units along the jaw was co-opted
for separate and distinct tooth rows during developmental
evolution. This genetic mechanism likely continues to be used
in developmental time to restrict sites for replacement of the
individual tooth units, forming the entire ‘‘tooth family’’ (Fig. 4).

TOOTH PATTERN ORDER IN SARCOPTERYGIANS
The most precise timing of individual tooth germs was obtained
by use of in situ gene expression for shh in N. forsteri where it
was shown to reveal a staggered sequence of timing across left
and right sides of the tooth row at the margins of the lower jaw
(Fig. 4J–L) (Smith et al., 2009c). Here we have illustrated the data
from cleared skeletal preparations to see, at selected larval and
hatchling stages, the tooth addition order (Fig. 5C, F, G). This
shows the stereotypic osteichthyan order for the dentary bone as
mentioned earlier in this study (Fig. 5C). Drawings show the
whole lower jaw of N. fosteri (Fig. 5A) with the marginal

dentition starting with the symphyseal tooth after formation of
three teeth of the prearticular, then shown on the right half of the
jaw (Fig. 5B), two dentary teeth at positions 2 and a younger one
at 3. When three dentary teeth are present (Fig. 5C), the youngest
one of the three is at position 1, inserted between the symphyseal
tooth (with bone of attachment) and tooth 3. Regarding the
dental lamina, it can be seen from early tooth development
(Fig. 5D and E) that, like in O. mykiss, tooth initiation is very
superficial in the dental epithelium of the adjacent tooth germ
(arrow Fig. 5E) so again, none form from a dental lamina as was
previously thought (Smith, ’85).

DISCUSSION
It appears that a regular pattern was not present in the early
stages of denticle formation in the shark skin but that close
spacing only developed with time, as Reif (’82) recorded that the
first generation of skin denticles (placoid scales) is very widely
spaced and with variable positions. In contrast to this lack of
order in the skin, it is known that much earlier than the
development of any body denticles, a set do form in a sequential,
regular time and space order on the embryonic tail in at least
some sharks, even though they are lost by shedding soon after
hatching (Johanson et al., 2007, 2008). Denticles are rarely shed
from the body skin, so that the cover arises slowly with growth as
more and more individual denticles are added.

Our observations are in complete agreement with a statement
by Reif (’80) that ‘‘the dentition and dermal skeleton belong to
two independent secondary developmental fields that differ both
developmentally and structurally.’’ In the catshark (S. canicula)
we can compare two skin patterns in the same species, the early
regular, iterative caudal tail rows added from caudal to rostral
(Johanson et al., 2007, 2008) and the irregular general skin
denticles, which might also be initially set from two axial dorsal
rows (Reif, ’80; Ballard et al., ’93). Completely different pattern
mechanisms from either of these must regulate the dentition, as
new teeth are added sequentially along the jaw and then within
the family as generations of teeth are timed to succeed the
functional teeth, but with consistent regular size increase and
shape change as next discussed.

We can question from which system the dentition pattern was
co-opted to evolve into the diverse gnathostome types living
today, as we know little about skin denticle patterns in early
sharks. The classic theories arose from developmental studies in
the extant shark, where it was proposed that shark-type skin
denticles had migrated into the mouth from the skin, evolving
into oral tooth sets when forming a dental lamina (Reif, ’82).
Extant sharks were considered basal within the gnathostome
phylogeny; however, recent phylogenies (Brazeau, 2009) place
the fossil group Placodermi below the Chondrichthyes as the
earliest jawed member of the total group Gnathostomata.
Importantly, placoderms were considered originally as without
teeth as tooth whorls were not present, ‘‘evidence of teeth as
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produced from a dental lamina.’’ A comprehensive examination
of all available placoderm dentitions and their pharyngeal
denticles by Johanson and Smith concluded that rows of ordered
teeth were present on the jaw bones (gnathalia) of the more
derived placoderms (arthrodires) (Smith and Johanson, 2003).
They also showed that ordered and patterned denticles did occur
in the pharynx of all placoderms, even the least derived ones
(Johanson and Smith, 2003, 2005). That is, ordered development
did occur despite the absence of tooth whorls in this fossil group,

the criterion provided by Reif (’82) to extrapolate developmental
information. It was argued that these dentine-based teeth in
placoderms with a timed order of addition were true teeth. Also,
in the latest discussion of evolutionary origins of ordered
dentitions and the link with a dental lamina, Smith et al.
(2009b) considered that the stereotypic chondrichthyan pattern of
teeth produced from a dental lamina was not true for
osteichthyan fish, nor for placoderms. They showed that the
developmental model for producing teeth in the rainbow trout

Figure 5. Neoceratodus forsteri larval to hatchling, stages of tooth development order in the lower jaw. A, B drawings, C, F, G
microphotographs from alcian blue stained and cleared skeletal whole mounts. (A) Youngest lower jaw at stage 39, on both sides all teeth are

simple dentine cones without their bone of attachment, first three–four prearticular teeth with the newest fourth on the left (arrowhead),

one symphyseal (sy.), but no dentary teeth. (B) Later stage 41 of right side only, with four large prearticular teeth, one older symphyseal tooth

(sy.) with its bone of attachment, and the two new dentary teeth in jaw positions 2 (largest), and 3 (smallest; arrowheads), drawn as dentine

cones (see C 1and 3). (C) Stage 44 lower jaw of only right dentary teeth, bone of attachment on symphyseal tooth (sy.) and oldest dentary

tooth at position 2, then a large tooth cone at 3 with the newest small tooth cone at 1, this size and stage difference reveals the pattern

order of the osteichthyan dentary field. (D, E) histological sections of developing teeth in the lower jaw, superficial dentine cones with next

tooth bud (white arrowheads) formed within the dental epithelium on the lingual side alongside the older tooth. (F) Larval stage 47 with all

three dentary teeth now attached together by their own bone as none forms for the dentary homologue, their size is small relative to the 4

prearticular teeth shown. (G) Stage 52 of whole lower jaw with two prearticular tooth plates now formed but new teeth added antero-

laterally (arrows), the sixth tooth is added to the marginal dentary row on the outside and above Meckel’s cartilage (t6; arrowheads).
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(O. mykiss) from each previous tooth germ, rather than from
a dental lamina, could equally apply to placoderm tooth
production. From this it can be concluded that a dental lamina
(typified by the shark model) is not essential for pattern
information and that independent evolution of patterned
dentitions occurred perhaps several times on the phylogeny of
jawed vertebrates (Smith and Johanson, 2003).

In order to examine timing and spatial pattern of tooth
initiation, gene expression data for shh in three species of fish,
S. canicula, O. mykiss and N. forsteri were compared (Fraser
et al., 2004, 2006a,b; Smith et al., 2009a,c). This gene, associated
with the initiation of each tooth, may be conserved through
evolution and is expressed reiteratively during continuous tooth
morphogenesis (Fraser et al., 2006a; Smith et al., 2009a,c).

Because the spatial temporal expression patterns show the
order of sequential timing of each tooth in the dentition we have
been able to compare tooth order across taxa. In the rainbow
trout (O. mykiss) shh marks the sites for initiation of the first row
of teeth in two phases for alternate even-odd positions, then
when these are established, shh is also expressed during
morphogenesis of the replacement teeth (Fraser et al., 2006a).
In the catshark, shh marks the order of teeth along the jaw and
their first cusp positions, then the sites of the alternate series of
teeth in a reiterative way (Smith et al., 2009a) followed by the
second cusp positions, as also documented for mammalian
molars (Jernvall and Thesleff, 2000). In all jawed vertebrates the
dentition pattern in the most general sense has a common feature
of sequential tooth addition along the tooth rows and then along
the tooth families (or the replacement series), proposed as the
SAM (Smith, 2003). The timing of the pattern in space and how
this occurs is a topic of debate at present, as for example this
pattern is different on each dentate bone for the rainbow trout,
O. mykiss (Berkovitz and Moore, ’74, ’75). In the Australian
lungfish (N. forsteri), only a single row of dentary teeth occurs
and this is not added to by replacement teeth, but gene expression
data has revealed that, in this divergent dentition, teeth form
initially in the same sequence as in most osteichthyan fishes
(Smith et al., 2009c). This temporal sequence for the dentary tooth
field suggests a conserved pattern in tooth initiation order and is
the proposed plesiomorphic state for osteichthyan dentitions.
This time and space order in the Australian lungfish provides
the phylogenetic link between these derived and specialized
dentitions and those of other osteichthyans.

An important question is how was a stereotypic osteichthyan
pattern transformed early in the evolution of the lungfish
dentition to become the highly specialized paired sets of crushing
tooth plates characteristic of the group. Although the lungfish
(Dipnoi) belong within the Osteichthyes, their adult dentitions are
radically different from other osteichthyans. Lungfish dentitions
also show uniquely high structural disparity during the early
evolution of the group (Ahlberg et al., 2006). The structure and
pattern of construction of the paired palatal tooth plates has been

conserved for 400Myr since the early Devonian (Reisz and Smith,
2001), and as the closest living relatives of Tetrapoda this raises
some fundamental questions (Ahlberg et al., 2006). Assuming that
co-option of the dental pattern was initially from osteichthyan
developmental regulatory genes used during the Devonian period,
then how can extant forms provide any information on
mechanisms that might guide evolutionary change? Some ideas
on how this was achieved have been proposed after a study of the
timed order of tooth initiation in N. forsteri (Smith et al., 2009c),
the only extant form with a marginal set of teeth, although
functional in only the youngest stages.

CONCLUSIONS AND NEW PERSPECTIVES
We have only just begun to understand the localization of gene
expression groups associated with tooth development across
vertebrates with an aim to decipher the functional genetic
regulatory network that (i) instigates tooth development (ii)
patterns these dental units within a functional dentition (iii)
regulates the formation of multiple rows, (iv) controls the
regulation of cyclical tooth replacement over many generations
and (v) decouples tooth resorption from tooth production as in
the lungfish and others, where all teeth are retained, neither lost
nor replaced.

One area that requires attention in the future is the pattern
order of chondrichthyan and osteichthyan denticles when
present; specifically what genes are expressed during the early
initiation and later spacing in development of the skin denticle
coverage. Little is known about the developmental basis of even
osteichthyan scales (Kondo et al., 2001; Sharpe, 2001; Sire and
Akimenko, 2004; Fraser et al., 2010). We suggest a focus of future
research toward a direct comparison of the genes and their
interactions involved in both chondrichthyan tooth and skin
denticle formation; can this inform us of the intrinsic patterning
mechanisms that may decouple these two systems? A decoupling
might reflect the obvious disparity between the tissue origin of
skin denticles (strictly ectodermal) and teeth (likely endodermal
or a mixed population).

The conserved, multi-purpose dental co-expression group
includes members that are associated with each of the main
developmental pathways: Notch, Fibroblast Growth Factors, Wnt/
X-catenin, Hedgehog, and Bone Morphogenetic Protein. These
dental co-expression group associations provide unique pattern
information to the oro-pharynx that must differ from the pattern
mechanism that organizes the epidermal structures like the skin
denticles of sharks and their relatives. We suggest that this
unique oro-pharyngeal patterning mechanism has produced and
organized dentitions from the first vertebrate dentition some 500
million years ago in jawless fishes to our own teeth.
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